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the collective Elder Scrolls community and its
works.
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Send your entries to
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the best recent
submissions available on our website.
Some are humorous, some frightening.
Some are myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some are short. It is
these works that we honor here in the
hopes that they will not be ignored.
To view these works in their entirety,
visit telmoraindependent.net or click the
titles to visit them directly.

The Truth about Bretons:
An Explanation
Phantasmak
“You think yourself knowledgeable
about the Bretons, those half-elf folk
who live in their high rock and think a
nasty man comes round to poison their
crops? Nay, I say, for your knowledge
has not been gifted by Hermasheolg,
and so it is useless! Attend well,
clueless ones, and I shall lay upon you
the deep knowledge handed to me by
God itself.”

Art courtesy of Ce-Nex, The Tel Mora Independent Press

A Lecture on
Numerology

The Death of History

Ce-Nex

Woodenplank

“The Master looked back and forth
between the her and the artifact in
confusion. “Odd? It is supposed to be
odd. Why would it not be odd? Nay,
why would it be even?” Shaking his
head, the Master hurled the thing at
her feet. “Here! Count for yourself what
is notched on the disk!”

“But I do not write my words here
because I wish to be remembered
as a saint. I do it because I have
always been interested in history, and
I have always wished to assist in its
endurance. This avocation of mine is,
however, difficult – given that most
history is now gone.”

“Saint Jiub vs the Winged Menace”
Illustration courtesy of Ilyn Serathis, Tumblr
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The Selectives Lorecast takes
a long hard look at lore from as
many angles as possible. Seldom do
episodes extend beyond an hour and
a half.
Click on the screenshots below to
view the corresponding episodes.

Recent Episodes

To see more, visit
the Memospore
youtube channel or
RottenDeadite on
Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel to
stream an episode of The Selectives
Lorecast: A Casual Elder Scrolls
Podcast.
In every episode, a group of some
of the best lore afficionados in the
community discuss aspects of Elder
Scrolls lore.

Episode 35:
Khajiit Lore, pt 2

Continuing focus on Khajiiti
lore, Michael Zeigler aka
MoonSugarLeader covers the
Void Nights, Riddle’Thar, The
Mane, and more.

Episode 34:
Khajiit Lore, pt 1

This episode is a focus on
Khajiiti lore. Michael Zeigler
aka MoonSugarLeader leads
us on an exploration of the Cat
Folk and their origins.
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Episode 33:
Breton Lore

In this episode, the Selectives
discuss the Bretons and the
culture of High Rock. What are
their outlooks? What does it
mean to be a “manmer?”
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The Ritual Machine

Editorial

How fiction can change reality
Daniel Berryman
Contributing Writer

PROLOGUE: THIS GAME DOES THINGS
TO PEOPLE
I once spent a fantastic evening at
an arcade/gamer bar in Melbourne, talking
to a mish-mash of pagan acquaintances,
psychology majors, and friends-of-friends
from the Computer Sciences circuit. We
talked, as one does in a gamer bar, about
video games: the psych majors elaborated
on Skinner and Sartre and the psychology
of immersion, the comp-sci types chattered
enthusiastically about game engines and the
Dream Rig they’d build one day, the pagans
discussed the influence of various world
mythologies on the character archetypes of
assorted fictional deities. Inevitably, Vivec
came up, and Morrowind with them, pushing
past my teeth as though I couldn’t avoid
spilling my fond zeal across the table.
Various stories followed, shyly,
half-shamed, as though made vulnerable by
revealing such secrets: using a chalk mod
to scrawl self-made sigils of protection and
prayer, lighting specific incense every time
they played, stealing soul stones from enemy
NPCs and delivering them to the nearest
ALMSIVI shrine so the souls inside could be
put to rest, collecting every last book of Vivec’s
holy scripture and memorising as much as
they could. The most common thread was a
kind of awe for this place, and the instinctual
‘rightness’ of behaving accordingly in-game:

in the half-trance state of their immersion, the
world felt real, the gods felt real, and they had
all built their own rituals to honor that reality.
All thinking that they were the only
ones.
The core of our table’s fascination,
of my own, lies in the religious aspects of
Morrowind: the glory and intrigue of the
ALMSIVI, of course, but also the nearly
sixteen years of community discussion and
study, countless fans with all the passion
and fire of dedicated theologues. We speak
of Vvardenfell’s cities and geography with a
topophilic adoration bordering on worship,
we call it Home more often than we do not.
This game, this place and its people and its
countless stories, left such an indelible imprint
on so many, that we couldn’t help but become
evangelists and scholars of its world.
And in particular, always, Vivec
commands our fascinations, our attention and
our curiosity, demands them still after all this
time. The Sermons alone have well-occupied
the greater legions of the lore community for a
decade and a half, and still ignite fierce debate
and new suppositions almost every day; what
other invented hierography can boast the
same dedication? For a fictional god, Vivec
has inspired an impressive body of work in
their name. However you come to them, the
Poet changes you.
They changed me.

THE RITUAL MACHINE
The intersection of video games,
psychology
and
modern
paganism is fascinating to me.
Studying academic accounts of
this intersection is rewarding, of
course, but what I really love to
hear are things like the stories
from the bar: those seldomadmitted accounts of players
forming their own rituals with,
and within, their interactive
media.
Bear with me, dear reader,
and look into yourself: isn’t there
some habit you’ve developed,
some otherwise-unexplainable
extension of your belief in
the worldbuilding, that feels
more personal than simple
immersion? Something without
which your play session just

“Vivec“ | Illustration courtesy of Nerevarine, Facebook

feels ‘wrong’? Perhaps, something you don’t
feel comfortable sharing with other players,
for fear of looking foolish or unstable?
You’re feeling a bit weird now, aren’t
you?
Whether you hold any spiritual
feelings whatsoever, whether you believe in any
capital-m Magic or not, the mind absolutely
loves building routines and rituals, and faith
in any of those rituals is completely optional.
How players interact with, and even display
a real reverence for, the habits of entirelyfictional cultures (especially when no one is
watching and there are no repercussions or
rewards for their actions), speaks volumes for
the quality of Morrowind’s worldbuilding, and
for the natural human instinct towards ritual,
even if the reason for said ritual is based on
their sense of immersion. Some players enjoy
collecting coda flowers, leaving a few at each
Tribunal shrine they run across, just because
it feels good and right to do so. Some unequip
their character’s shoes and helm whenever
they enter a home or a Temple, just because
it feels more respectful to the spaces their
character is entering. Maybe they develop
a superstitious attachment to a particular
amulet, keeping it equipped even when
strategically-superior choices are available.
Our brains often treat mock
ritual as real, release certain rewarding
neurochemicals that make us feel safer, more
secure, more prepared, bonded to greater
structures or, simply, luckier. The line between
simple roleplaying immersion, and honestthough-faithless personal ritual, is debatable
and blurred, unique to each player, but ritual
itself is a cognitive imperative.
As for myself, I have a special save
file which I’ve kept for six or seven years, on
a keychain USB drive. It never changes, never
gets overwritten by a fresher save, contains no
mods. It is always the 13th of Rain’s Hand, my
birthday. It’s raining. My character is standing
before the Ash Mask of Vivec, in the Gnisis
Temple, flanked by dutiful Ordinators. With the
right headphones, it’s a simple thing to boot
up my save file and have my own virtual space
already prepared, complete with soothing
ambient sounds to drown out surrounding
noise. The Ordinators by the altar are easily
adapted and folded into meditation sessions
as ‘guardian’ visualisations, an idea or image
of protection to ease the way into a clear and
undisturbed trance state. I have peace and
safety here, a quiet place I can carry with me,
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and spoke and gestured in a way that was
immediately and noticeably Wrong amongst
men, and seemed ever more noticeable the
more I tried to hide that wrongness in the
learned cadences and rhythms of the others.
I felt I had failed at being female and at being
male, at a very dear cost, and didn’t know
there was any other way to be.
A long time passed, chewing over
the Sermons as a way to distract myself
from my own mind, before I finally learned the
central lesson; that I stood somewhere nearer
to the centre. And I did not know what name
to put to such a state. I’d never really seen or
read about anyone that felt near-enough like I
did, except…
Oh.
After what in retrospect was a
severe breakdown, I’d found something,
someone I could recognise myself in. Having
grown up in the country, in a world that denied
that anything like myself could exist, where
anything bearing the slightest similarity was
only ever punchline or prey, how can I explain
how much that meant to me?
The revelation of Vivec as neither and
both, as nonbinary, shook me deep. More to
the point, as I read and learned, Vivec was that
rare and impossible pairing: they were both
nonbinary and powerful. Neither trembling
dirt-road prey or plague-bit obituary-inwaiting, not another slow-burn joke that I was
never meant to be in on, but a force of violence
and wisdom and unquestionable, inviolable
strength, identity inherent and whole.
Vivec took their gender, their
sexuality, what had made them strange and
threateningly Other and made it holy, made
it a weapon, dared you to ignore or malign it
ever again. Vivec had such perfect assurance
in themselves and their own worth that it had
become literally mythic. They were a blaze of
bright, blue fire, lighting the blackened corners
of my mind.
They were a storm inside my heart,
a gale of embers, inescapable; after so much
void-cold nothing, feeling anything this
strongly felt like agony. I could not imagine
anything more beautiful than they, and how
badly I wanted to taste strength like theirs,
hold it as my own.
“I see you,” they seemed to say. “I
know you. I can show you the way out.”
Follow me and win.
That night, I remember, I slept like
the dead. I started eating again. I did not get
better overnight; it takes constant, patient,
exhausting work, day after day, along with the
right medicines and a lot of good help. But I
did have something to follow, some light to
reach towards, a constellation by which to set
my course.
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Editorial

I may skip my introductions.
This is no academic piece; I’ve
misled you with the preambles,
I confess. I speak to no
experience but my own, and beg
no apologies for it.
There is power in seeing
and feeling seen in return,
in finding something you
recognise as “Like You” on the
other side of the screen. The
first and only time I experienced
this, in my younger years,
was in Morrowind. I was lost
in Balmora, reading through
the Sermons for the first time,
joyously failing to decipher
the kaleidoscopic wordplay. It
was exactly what I imagined
“Nerevarine“ | Illustration courtesy of sivasova, DeviantArt
a mortal-born god trying their
useful even without a computer to access it: best to translate the divine to sound like.
the physical aspect of the space is carried At first, it seemed like nothing made sense;
in the USB drive, which by extension can be a common state for most first-timers, I
used to ground myself, touching it like a worry imagine. Still, it felt like I was almost-reaching
stone or a rosary. Between my fingers, I hold a something important: being tantalised with
whole world.
understanding just slightly beyond my grasp,
How does it make you feel, but urgently proffered as meant for me.
hearing this? Weirded out? Uncomfortable?
I was stubborn. I gnawed apart
Reassured? Would you call this a ritual each line as well as I was able, maddened
or a coping mechanism? Can you tell the myself with it through insomniac nights and
difference?
shuddering train-track days, filled notebooks
Does it matter to you that my with nonsense and occasional insight. I had
character, the avatar of my will and intent, is so little else to do, and the obsession felt better
specifically positioned towards the Ash Mask, than the nothing. I had a blackness in my
a relic of Vivec? Does it seem purposeful that heart, a numbing cold that had taken away my
I chose Gnisis as the location, when I could appetite and sleep and joy, left me a deadened
just as easily have chosen the familiarity of shell of myself. When the numbness passed,
Balmora, or the glory of the High Fane, or in without my compulsive study to distract
Vivec’s very chamber itself if it so pleased me? me, I could only feel a bone-deep and heavy
Why do you think I’m telling you all of this, this despair, or a reasonless rage with nowhere for
secret and deeply-personal unorthodoxy?
it to be aimed but inward. I was sick, in the way
We’ll get there. Be patient.
that I had been sick since I had been ten.
You can’t wear the trappings of what
WE FIND OUR GODS WHERE WE NEED
you are not and expect to truly become it, but
THEM
I had tried. I could have worn the aesthetics of
femininity like the girls around me, could have
“His garments were made from implications
called myself Woman like the body I was given
of meaning, and the egg looked at them three was true, could have kept a woman’s name
times. The first time Vivec said: ‘Ha, it means
and a woman’s smile and a woman’s pain
nothing!’
as I had been taught, as had been sometime
After looking a second time he said: ‘Hmm,
forced into me. I had tried. Though I had been
there might be something there after all.’
born to all of that, though, none of it had made
Finally, giving At-Hatoor’s garments a sidelong me a woman, something other women and
glance, he said: ‘Amazing, the ability to infer
my own heart were quick to teach me.
significance in something devoid of detail!’
Once I had learned there was such
‘There is a proverb,’ At-Hatoor said, and then
an option, I tried the other way. It was a longhe left.”
fought battle, one I had sacrificed a home and
--‘The Thirty-Six Lessons Of Vivec: Sermon Two (The a wife and the love of half my family for, not
Enantiomorph).’
without regret and great suffering. Passing for
a man, though, did not make me entirely a man,
The Lord of the Middle Air, the Angel but I had tried; none can say I didn’t. But being
of Veloth, the Warrior-Poet. Vehk needs no too long a girl-child and unwilling to strike
base introduction in such a publication as this; the past self entirely from the new, I moved
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THE ENDING OF THE WORDS

Editorial

“Even a badly-worded statement can inspire.
Even a poorly-made gesture can move.”
--Kyle Kallgren (2013, December 19th). ‘Brows Held
High: Cloud Atlas, pt. 2.’
I pored over the Sermons again,
and again. Each time, a little more stuck
with me, another direction to work myself in.
(And I worked as best I could, though I did
not learn the correct way-- the metaphysics
takes longer to take root in my head. But then
again, to take only a single correct meaning
from anything written with Vivec’s name
would seem almost like insulting them with
laziness.) Swallowing shrine-quotation
taught me a better set of virtues than the
ones that had been beaten into me. I cut
myself into better shapes, setting aside old
fears and unpicking the threads of lingering
trauma. I learned how to hold myself in a way
that felt right and powerful, how to speak my
truth into the world. I began to see myself as
something worth prizing, worth honoring,
worth worshipping with my every breath.
Move, and move like this.
I learned by Vivec’s own example
how to become. Like all things of great value,
it is a vast and exhausting effort, a long road
of suffering and joy without end. Often there
is pain, as there must be; the world is still
the world, and it has no shortage of agonies
in its teeth. I am not yet without fear, and the
old wounds are many. But, little by little, I am
carving my way towards a distant and golden
dawn, one I am determined to live to see.
To build strength from my own
scars, to bend the world’s denials beneath
the iron of my will, to believe unquestioningly
in my own self-loved holiness: these are the
things I am choosing to take from Vivec’s
wisdom today. I am trying, hard, to learn them

well.

Tomorrow will be another lesson.

EPILOGUE: WALK WITH ME
“A scavenger cannot acquire a silk sash and
expect to discover the greater systems of its
predecessor: perfect happiness is embraced
only by the weeping.”
--‘The Thirty-Six Lessons Of Vivec: Sermon TwentyTwo (Unknown).’
The room smells of sandalwood and
nag champa. It’s soothing, rich and sweet.
Gnisis, the town I return to so often,
is always precisely as I left it, the benefit of
having a paused little world to visit. The town
name tickles my pagan sensibilities; the place
to find the meditative calm I need, to find the ‘I’
in Gnosis.
Gnisis contains two things of great
worth to me: the Shrine of the Mask, along the
road of pilgrimage, and Sermon Twenty-Two,
the book containing the quote above.
The Sermon, a book of the murderand-marriage of old things into new, it
silences me inside to read it in the way of all
good revelations. It reminds me that there
are no shortcuts to truth, that my suffering
and effort is worthwhile even when it seems
fruitless. The journey to knowing yourself,
unflinchingly, for who and what you truly are
is… Frightening. It’s comforting not to analyse,
not to confront what might make you different,
to accept others’ images of you. It is easier. It
is often, by many measures, better to uphold
the lie, by which I mean safer, and temptingly
so. Sermon Twenty-Two reminds me that my
work is vital, for all its pain, and that I must not
be swayed by the embellished sweetness of
old lies: it is better to put those old ghosts to
death, and make something better from their
bones.

The Shrine of Justice, on the other
hand, offers comfort in the image of Vivec’s
tenderness. The false ash mask on the altar
is beautiful and easy to find, but the true
mask resides secretly in a pillar of strength,
shaped like the name of God. I read of Vivec’s
tears weakening the ash encasing them like
stone, and think of how much value there
may be in weeping, in releasing yourself from
smothering silence and false masks. I read
of Vivec clawing away the ash from their
followers, how they breathed healing life and
cleansing into deadened lungs, and I make
parallels on how deeply the written word
(here, the breath of the Poet) can heal you,
rouse your soul and clear away its sickness,
if you can just take it in. I think of the ash
falling down upon the sleeping pilgrims, and
contemplate how deadly it is to succumb to
the desire to stay still, to stop moving forward,
to stagnate: to refuse to grow and move is to
admit you are already dead.
My character crouches, as close
to kneeling as the controls allow, before the
true Ash Mask of Vivec, held safely in its
column. I listen to the crackle of digitised fire
through my computer speakers, the soothing
grumble of the Ordinators. I am safe here. I
contemplate the Lessons I have read, letting
the words run through my mind like water
until the day’s many aggravations wash away,
until my thoughts are drowned out. I meditate
on what I have learned, holding the peaceful
quiet inside me like the beginnings of a star.
My character lays down a potion of
Cure Common Disease, the expected offering.
A part of me prays for merciful justice, for
strength, for healing.
My character receives Vivec’s Touch.
For a moment, I swear I can almost feel it.

“The god above the island“ | Illustration byAlexei Rudikov, DeviantArt
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Windhelm City Blues
The snow falls silent in the night,
and for a moment, I am home again.
The home that once was, the
home that I carry in my heart alone. Holy
Island, living inside a god.
For one fleeting moment, the
white flakes become ash to my eyes.
The moment drifts away, lost in time like
snowflakes in the wind. And now I am
here.
Alone, bent, bowing and scraping
my feet and smiling big-teethed outlander
smiles to anyone who dares look upon
me. Windhelm, they call it. Fitting name.
Ice winds blow through the
streets and pick up the damp from the
river, chilling one to the bones. When the
wind blows bitter on a moonlit night like
this one, my scars start aching as well as
my joints.
Memories form a bitter taste
in my mouth. Taste of blood, fear, anger.
Once I was proud. Once I was beautiful,
and wore my marks openly.
Holiness is not something to

Balmora:
My Home, My heart
Jesse Mellor
Contributing Writer
days...

Oh, do I yearn for the good old

As a young Mer, I often dipped
my feet into the cool stream that passes
through the city of Balmora. Deep in
thought, nothing of substance, but rather
just in my own world of imagination.
However, there came a day when I stopped
going to the stream in the evenings.
It started one night, after I dreamt of a

“Balmora. South Wall Cornerclub“
Illustration byMinomi9, DeviantArt

Features

Trassel242
Contributing Writer

“Execution“ | Illustration by erika-xero, DeviantArt

hide away beneath layers of stifling cloth.
I bled for my marks. Ayem, Seht and
Vehk down my sternum. The Hand upon
my forehead. Words from prayers and
sermons upon my shoulders and chest.
Then came the purges.
Those whom I had trusted, those
who bore the sacred robes and spoke
the words and did the work of the Gods,
those mer said that the Three were false
and liars, that it was deception, trickery, a
great swindle.
I said nothing. They made me
renounce my ties to Mercy, Mystery and
Mastery and I stood silent, unbowing, my
face cold and clear as glass.

When I did not speak and would
not blaspheme, they took their knives to
me. Holy daggers.
The words I had bled for, the
words above my heart, the Hand guiding
my mind, these they cut away.
I thank the Three for each day I
am allowed, for each day I am spared the
heretic’s death or the frost or any other
death this cruel land has laid before me.
I am alive. My children are alive.
Blood of my blood. They have faith as well.
I shan’t complain when I have as much.
Blessed Three, give me strength.

young mer who went swimming in a pool
of water, and saw a beautiful pearl glowing
amongst the seaweed. He dived underwater
and swam towards the pearl, delighted by
his find. But then he noticed something out
of place. A dark figure moving out of the the
corner of his eye.
The young mer turned towards
the shadow swiftly and before he knew it,
he was dragged deeper into the dark depths
of the pool by a dreugh, like the dead ones in
Meldor’s armory, but very much alive.
After that dream, even seeing large patches
of seaweed in the water made me paranoid,
and thus I stood well clear of most large,
shallow bodies of water.
You may wonder how a Mer so
young could conjure up such an image,
rather nasty and cruel as it was, but
that is my imagination for you--always
uncontrollably conjuring the most unusual
of things. Knowing the curious type that I
was at that age, I always wanted to explore
and venture into places that were most
unwelcoming and unforgiving, even for a
one as young as myself. I suppose it was
a sign from Lord Vivec or my subconscious
looking out for me. Or perhaps even, dare I
say, from the mad god himself.

In my prime, the Corner Club was
always a place for excitement. If you’re one
keen for a rowdy time, the Council Club is
where it’s at!
One night, after having a few
drinks too many of sujamma and shein on
a Fredas evening, my friends and I dared to
sneak about the Moonmoth Fort to mess
with those damned Imperials posted in the
early hours, by throwing kagouti dung at the
guards.
Those Imperials could never figure
out where the dung was being thrown
from, since we were hiding on the hillside
surrounded by large rocks, not easily visible
from their line of sight.
It was especially amusing to see
the look on the Imperial priests’ faces,
enraged by the fact that it would take weeks
to get that nasty smell out of their robes.
When the outsiders had had enough of our
fun they would send out a patrol to scour
the area for whoever had been making their
night watch a less-than-joyous time. Me
and my fellow mer would scatter, snickering
like the drunken fools we were, off into the
darkness, back to our homes.
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The Scrib and the ‘Hound
Daniel Berryman
Contributing Writer
“Oh, you little darling…!”
Ulenea paused, rubbed the
bridge of her nose. “Mori, no.”
“Look at its little tail, though!
It likes me!”
“Leave it alone, Mori– Oh,
Three’s sakes, put it down.”
Mori pouted a little, a chirring
scrib hugged against his oversized
tunic like a stuffed doll. “But it’s so
cute… It’s only small…”
Ulenea fought a smile; her
lanky little thirdborn hadn’t quite
outgrown all trace of childhood.
“Lords, it’s just like when you were a
grub. Give it back, come on.”
The scrib’s legs waved in the
air, clearly quite anxious at being off
the ground. Mori moaned in protest
but grudgingly did as he was asked,
setting the little creature back into
the marketeer’s scrib-pen alongside
its skittering, thumping clutchmates.
“What do you mean?” he asked, sullen
but curious, waving goodbye to the
scribs as they walked away. “What did
I do when I was little?”
“You don’t remember?” Ulenea
shrugged. “Well, I suppose you were
only small, after all. I think you were

four… It was when your brothers had
first gone off to lessons in Ald’Ruhn
for the summer.”
Mori shrugged, kicking a
stray pebble down an alleyway. It hit
a planter-pot, making the scraggly
trama branches shudder. “I think I
remember them leaving. Not much,
though. I remember being sad, that’s
all.”
“Yes. Gods, yes, you were.”
Ulenea’s eyes took on a distant,
staring look, a warrior’s reverie. “You
all but howled the house down. And
when you tired of crying, you grew
bored…” She cut eyes towards her
thirdborn, a little humour to the curve
of her mouth. “The greatest horror of
my life without your brothers around.”
“How come?” Mori bent to
pluck up a feather, fidgeting with it
as he listened, doing a poor job of
feigning inattention.
Ulenea chuckled. “Because,
sweetling, you were liable to find
something to do. Like find Father’s
inkwell and draw all over the walls
near the Waiting Door with it.” And
everything else, Ulenea added to
herself. Ink all over the carpets, tiny
black footprints all through the house;
her little thirdborn up on the dining
table, chubby hands black-stained

“Little Dunmer“ | Illustration courtesy of Ilyn Serathis, Tumblr

like a miniature Mephala, reaching
for hidden treats on the high shelves.
“Or, more to the point, the scrib
incidents…”
Mori frowned, ruffling the
feather in his fingers and straightening
it out again. “So I drew scribs on
things?”
She shook her head. “Family
portraits, actually. And guar. But no,
no, a completely different thing…
These were real scribs. There was a
neighbour who kept some to feed up.
I’d put you down for a nap, or let you
play in the courtyard for a moment,
and by the time I returned to check on
you, you’d be lugging a fat little scrib
around and trying to hide it in your
room amongst your toys.”
Mori tucked the feather
into his pocket, to take home for his
collection. “Why did I do that?”
“Just missing your brothers’
company, I expect. You’d never been
separated from them for so long
before. Your father thought a pet of
your own might settle you down, or
at least stop you from rustling the
neighbour’s livestock.” (This was
not precisely what had been said, of
course, not in so many words; Ulenea
fought down a smile at the memory of
her poor, weary Sadaryn lying awake
beside her in the dark, woken yet
again by the drumming and chirping
of startled scribs, begging her in
gravelly, defeated whispers. “Ule…
Ule, please. Make it stop. Get the
little thief a houndlet or something. I
can’t arrest an infant.”) “And it just so
happened, Melvura– you remember
Sedura Arenim, don’t you?”
“From
House
Redoran’s
census gathering,” Mori nodded. He
twisted at the hem of his tunic, his
eyes trained studiously downward,
trying to hide a faint blush. “With the
fancy red hair. She’s really nice.”
“Mm. That she is.” Ulenea’s
smile turned private for a moment.
A golden summer evening came to
mind: fine tea sets, music, pieces
of bonemold left scattered on a
divan. Long red hair in elaborate
braids, unwoven one by one with
great pleasure. Ah, to be a bold,
young Ald’Ruhn bravo again… “Well,
Melvura bred nix-hounds, just the
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finest creatures you could imagine. I
suppose she might breed them still.
One of her nix had dropped a brood,
she was quite happy to help us…”
Mori
brightened,
eartips
twitching in the afternoon sun. “Is
that where Aket came from?”
“Indeed, it is. The best
of the litter. You stopped sulking
immediately when I set Aket down
and let it run to you. You simply could
not stop hugging that little beast…
And Aket loved you on sight, I’m sure,
if a nix can feel love. Wouldn’t let you
out of its sight. Your father had a
mind to lay down the law, you know,”
she added. affecting her husband’s
forbidding rasp, “ ’Animals have no
place in the house’…” She shrugged
as they turned the corner, tucking a
stray lock of escaped hair behind her
ear. “But he relented so quickly. You
cut such a darling figure together, he
didn’t have the heart to really mean
it.”
Mori glanced slyly back
towards the market, where the
scrib-tender was closing one of his
brood into a little wooden crate for
an Argonian customer, who held a
scrawled shopping list before her like
a talisman. “And that was such a long
time ago now…”
“Ah, ah, ah. No scribs. He’s
deathly serious about that. He
still wakes in the night at times,
swearing he heard one.“ She eyed him
hard, more-or-less serious. “Don’t
antagonise your father. Be happy with
Aket.”

“End of the road” | Illustration by jorsoran, DeviantArt

“Yes, Mother.” His deflation
was almost comically swift.
She slipped a couple of
coppers from her beltpurse, tucking
the gleaming coins into his pocket
and between his fingers. “Here,” she
relented, “spoiled little longhair. Go
run down to the docks and fetch some
of those dried fish, the peppered ones.
See if any of the trader junks have
come up from Mournhold, hm? They
might have some new books for you.”
His entire demeanour changed
with a speed to make any actor blush.
His mouth twitched, fighting the urge
to spread into a broad and childish
grin. He nodded quick and tight, half
a step towards the river. “Thank you!”

His hand hastily brushed her forearm,
as good as a kiss to the cheek for the
purposes of public streets, and he
was gone, sandals striking clay and
stone.
Ulenea chuckled, turning
towards home. Mori would be back
before nightfall, but to wait was
a foolish idea, particularly if he
happened to find too many enticing
books at once and settled in to read
a few. Time enough to relax a while,
perhaps pour a draught of that crisp,
sharp shein her brother had sent
south for her…

“Sotha Sil and the Scribs” | Illustration by BlueOakRogue, DeviantArt
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From the Journals of Captain Sextus Silanus:
An Adventure of Magic on the High Seas
By Sextus Silanus

Part II

In which a storm besets the Breath-of-Kyne;
the Captain delves into the Black Keirgo on
curious business; the storm abates, for now 
Captain’s Log—Fredas, 5th Last Seed, 2E
806
I will, before further enumerating
the events of yesterday’s layover in
Senchal, detail today’s likewise remarkable
happenings.
We kept a westward bearing through
the night, but found the winds unfavorable—
warm and furious, they came blustering
south-southeast from Hammerfell. Ya’zindar woke me in the night, relating that Za’nir
had us working to windward at twenty-four
degrees.
The cat was restless, I saw, jittering
intermittently as he boasted proudly that
the watch-cats were as sober and sharp
as moth priests. His eyes, a cheesy yellow,
were red-rimmed, shimmering coolly in the
half-light of my quarters, and any sudden
groaning of the boards seemed to make him
flinch reflexively. I wondered how much sleep
he had been getting, and asked him as much.
At my inquiring, Ya’zin-dar giggled,
something passing imperceptibly across his
face.
“This one does not need much,” he
began, soberly, “Life has not so many hours
to spend them snoozing.”
What then, did he spend his nights
working on?
He regarded me with passive eyes.
“Maybe one day Ya’zin-dar will show the
Captain,” he said blandly; then, “This one will
take the watch this night.”
I told him to go take a cat nap.
The day broke cloudy, foreboding
rain. The wind was against us again, and
progress was slow. The cloud cover was
such that Za’nir couldn’t take a sight, but
estimated that we were some thirty-five
leagues off the western coast of Elsweyr. For
so long as the wind kept up like this, we’d
continue being blown further out. At around
midday, the rains began, and the wind picked
up with it, laying into us at fifty-three knots.
I only prayed that we wouldn’t be caught
in a storm, but I think that was a foregone
conclusion.
“Khenarthi is not with us!” Ra’jhera
cried to me hoarsely from the mizzen,

shielding his face from the driving rain. The
bosun’s gang was scrambling wildly to drop
the sails. It’d be a poor choice to reef in this
weather.
The rain quickly became positively
diluvian, and on its coattails arrived the
tempest itself, as unwanted as a wet fart:
whooping lightnings, roiling seas, and (all
according, it seems, to some fundamental
law of the Earth Bones intended to vex sailors
from the beginning of creation), leaky holds.
At the time of this writing, the storm
yet persists, and a constant patter of droplets
tap out their cadences upon the boards.
Waves are mighty, as should be expected,
but it seems as though we are preyed upon
by a mere late summer squall. If luck holds—
and we have had luck, and wind, on our side,
Ra’jhera be damned—it should dissipate in
the night. Such storms are wont to wreak
themselves upon the world briefly, then
scatter and break as swiftly as they came.
Little more than a tantrum, a fierce tantrum,
aye, but a tantrum. Kyne’s little rages.
Or so I hope.
But as I have promised to do, I will
henceforth relate Senchal’s episode. What
better way to weather a storm?
—
It was a simple thing, divining the
way to the Black Keirgo. Its infamy is earned
honestly, and its name (incorporated, in
increasingly artful variations, into sailor’s
oaths and mercenary curses) one might use
as a yardstick for one’s iniquities.
Imagine yourself to be a corsair,
a cutpurse, a sellsword, a highwayman,
or whatever roguery you fancy. Perhaps,
say, you ply skooma dens; perhaps you’ve
purloined the pearls off a highborn ladies
throat; perhaps, you’ve pilfered the proverbial
candy from a babe; perhaps, even, you’ve
killed a man (or mer), or many. Even then,
you might scoff at the suggestion of
finding oneself in the Black Keirgo’s furtive
labyrinths.
“Why yes, I must profess, I am a
rogue. But there’s dens of thieves and there’s
dens of spiders, and, between you and me,
I’ve always been an arachnophobe.”
(One must, of course, excuse
the verbiage of this hypothetic rogue; the
average prole one encounters would spit and
guffaw before flashing a set of gold-studded
teeth and mumbling some unutterable curse.

Sextus Silanus, is, of course, a more eloquent
scoundrel.)
In retrospect, I realize the great folly
of our errand. To walk into the greatest slum
in all Tamriel, armed with little more than a
fruit knife, a milquetoast Khajiiti pilot, and
a name must have smacked of absurdity.
But, as Yahzin-dar, who seems to be ever
brimming with Khajiiti aphorisms, says—
“Gzalzi vaberzarita maaszi”.
Absurdity has become necessity
Vanity, foolhardiness, brazen selfassurance—I know not what drove me. But
some Divine (I like to imagine that it was
Mara) was indubitably keeping watch over
we two loons as I questioned some hawker (I
think an herbalist of some sort), “Which way
to the Black Keirgo” without the least bit of
awareness. The turbaned vendor regarded
us with a kind of startled bemusement, but,
in the end, did point us in the right direction.
No monument or landmark
demarcates the beginning of the quarter.
One continues through the thronged bazaars
that mark the rest of the city, though perhaps
the environs assume a more squalid aspect
(in comparison with Senchal proper, at
the very least), the cobbled courts filthier;
derelict corpses moldering in the alleyways;
the shanty houses more desiccated; the
nightsoil more a major key than one leitmotif
of many; the shopkeeps more scrutinizing
and suspicious, very often brandishing
gleaming talwars.
Then, without premeditation, one
has reached the Black Keirgo, and one knows
it, without scruple. No threshold is passed, no
line crossed. It merely becomes, like some
fungal canker sprouting from an already
well-warted toe.
Za’nir, whose eyes went as wide as
a cat’s were reasonably capable, seemed to
blanch, fur notwithstanding. And, I profess, I
myself was of a like mind. It was only then
that the gravity of our situation began to
coalesce.
We ventured further, cautious,
perhaps, of making a sound. Few roamed
these alleys. We glimpsed (or, thought we
glimpsed), out of the corner of our eyes,
shadowy figures darting between the low
and dimly-lit ways. A thick canopy of banded
cloth, intended to provide shade, hung over it
all, lending the scene a preternatural gloom;
how one can surmise the hour of the day I
can scarce imagine. Wretches wracked
with sugar stupors eyed us faintly through
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sprawled wildly across the flagstones, the
blood appearing to be freshly spilt. Carrion
birds perched, heads twisting curiously at
their quarry, upon the caved-in eaves.
Za’nir grimaced at the sight.
Situated at each of the cardinal
points (save for the north, where two smaller
portcullises flanked the building) were great
archways, likewise hewn in the imperial style,
stained with humidity and smoke from old
cookfires; we had emerged from the east.
I asked the pilot which way we
should go, and, regarding me with empty
eyes, he shrugged nervously.
“Za’nir cannot pilot in waters such
as these.”
Thus, a ventured guess, I elected

hung in the air, making visibility (and, I might
note, concentration) difficult. The smoke had
induced both mine and Za’nir’s eyes to tears;
my mind was beginning to become muddled,
as is the way with skooma, from the fumes
alone.
This is not, of course, taking into
account the rank odor of shit, sweat, piss,
sex, and other lovely bouquets which words
do not give me recourse to describe.
The mudbrick halls were crowded
closely together, and draped in scarlet fabrics.
Here, unlike in the bazaars, one encountered
Khajiiti whores, who, not bound by the laws
of decorum or culture, bared all for the
grasping eyes of onlookers. They presented
themselves with licentious gestures from
the windows, calling
out invitations in thick
Ta’agra. They rushed
at us, presenting bowls
of sugared cream, and
cursing at us when we
would not take of it.
Whores of other
races, of course, were
in evidence—I even
saw a Niben woman,
clad in naught but
serried garlands of
flowers, hurl a lewd
suggestion our way.
Some
wore
chains. Bound at
the neck to some
Pahmer-raht muscle,
regarded us
“Khajiit with a pipe” | Art by MargoLive, Nexus Mods who
with curious eyes, a
the southern route. I hoped to assuage the nude Dark Elf woman gnawed eagerly at
cat with some dictum—“’Tis always been my a hunk of bread. An unmistakably Nordic
lucky point on the compass,” or something woman, brawny and veiled in turquoise
along those lines—but none came to me. silks, haunches already livid with marks, was
Perhaps, however, it was not such an further whipped by a stoic Redguard. Kittens
unfortunate deduction, for it led us right into and whelps alike rushed up to us, clawing at
the jaws of the Keirgo, for all the good it did our feet before being chastised by their bareus.
breasted mothers.
We came upon a warren of brothels.
We did not bandy words, Za’nir
Not that the more…accommodating quarters and I, as we navigated this pandemonium.
of the city were not rife with whores plying I doubt, even if we had wished to share our
their trade. But these were of a different ilk. thoughts, we could have heard one another
Once more, the musty haze of skooma vapors above the din of wailing pipes, laughing

“Ancient Map of Tamriel” | Illustration by AndrewScrolls , DeviantArt
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heavy-lidded eyes; grey-blue skooma smoke
fingered its way through the twilight from
curtained windows, lit softly with orange
light. Oil lamps dangled treacherously from
above, long extinguished—a fire could
consume the place with an ill-timed gust of
wind. Hushed words carried from the alleys
and the mudbrick huts, far-off tracings of
music, but otherwise a silence reigned as
thick as cream.
“Is the Captain certain that this
is the Black Keirgo?” Za’nir asked, nearly
wordlessly.
In truth, I didn’t. One imagines at the
conjuring of the Keirgo’s name something
more…outrageous. Wicked. Disreputable.
Nefarious. What have you. I even heard a
kitten
mewling
off
somewhere,
and some muffled
laughter.
We would
soon happen upon
the perversity we
sought.
T h e
canopied laneway
then convulsed and
twisted hard to the
right. Upon turning
the corner, we were
nearly
blinded
by an eruption
of furious light—
daylight, that is.
The Keirgo opened
onto
a
broad
plaza, dominated
by the crumbling façade of an old imperial
administration building or entrepôt from
Reman’s time, hoary with creepers. Two
suitably imperious palms flanked the aching
doorway, their feathered boughs joining in
the centerpiece of some frieze obscured by
lianas—likely a depiction of Alessia, as was
common in those days.
The court was empty, save for the
odd mendicant shuffling their way hurriedly
into some moaning portal. And, of course,
the requisite beggars and corpses. One
of them, no larger than a housecat, was
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patrons, and ecstatic moans.
None so much as cast us a second
glance, though we must have appeared
flagrantly nonplussed. I could surmise that
Za’nir was not accustomed to such sights,
though he had earned his stripes as a sailor
just as any other. I myself was not familiar
with such ground—“Well, yes, I must profess,
I am a rogue…”
By degrees we spied a portly man,
puffing coolly away at his pipe, who might
have been a Breton or a Colovian by the look
of him (ruddy cheeked, silver hair cut trimly, a
pointed goatee). Not expecting much, I hailed
him in the Imperial tongue, asking whether he
knew of this “Ma’zaka” (I know now that my
principal supposition was correct). An empty
look reigned over his plush features, and
listlessly he gestured towards a grimy alley
bereft of light. I shared a dubious look with
Za’nir, but it did not appear to be any more
nor any less inhospitable than anything we
had already seen in the Keirgo, and, leaving
the man behind, we dove in.
It was a downwards sloping
laneway, terminating in a single door bathed
in vermillion luminescence from a dangling
lantern. The doorman was a broad, tigerstriped Cathay-raht, thick-muscled biceps
bound in silver rings. His gaze was fierce,
and we fairly quailed beneath it. With a
goading look, I motioned for Za’nir to speak;
cautiously, he stepped before me and queried
the hulking cat in a soft voice, thick with the
purrs and lilting hisses which define the
Khajiiti tongue.
The two exchanged brief words,
and at the mention of “Ma’zaka” the Khajiit
barked a feral laugh ripe with ridicule. I could
only assume that the fool of a Breton had
given us wrong directions, and Za’nir only
confirmed my deduction.
“He says that we have come to
the wrong place; we must seek out the lane
called Unwashed Paw. He says that it is
where Ma’zaka dwells. He says Ma’zaka is
known to him, but only for the rumor that he
is a sugar fiend and the son of a nightsoil
collector. It is said he is a spider.”
“Are you certain that we can trust
him?” I asked, casting a bold glance at the
doorman.

“Za’nir is not certain of anything in
this place.”
But it was all the tell we had to go
on of this “Ma’zaka”, and, knowing Ab’soud, it
sounded like one of his minions.
So we went.
We were impelled to wade once
more through the drudgery of the brothels,
and in the process I was very nearly bitten
by a viper nestled menacingly between a pair
of Orcish breasts. Upon emerging into the
blonde sunlight of the imperial court, I was
certain that I myself was under the effects of
skooma torpor. My stomach churned, and the
world seemed to me to spin beneath my feet;
mist clouded the edges of my vision, and, if
I stood still for more than a few moments, I
succumbed to a wicked sort of vertigo.
The doorman had instructed Za’nir
that the Unwashed Paw lay to the west, but
beyond that he was not certain. We delved
into more alleyways lined with skooma dens.
In one, a wild-eyed Khajiit threatened us with
a knife, and we lost ourselves in blind lanes
trying to outrun him. By turns, after that, we
then found ourselves in another sprawling,
open-air court, pitched with multicolored
tents and thronged with filthy Khajiit, garbage
fires blazing in the corners. By then, my shirt
was drenched with sweat from the close
heat of the Keirgo; the effect of the brilliant
sun, the smoking fires, the skooma, and the
wretched humidity nearly induced me to
fainting. I steadied myself on a mudbrick
wall, on the verge of retching, while Za’nir
interrogated a Khajiiti female sitting crosslegged on a dusty carpet with her swaddled
kitten.
The sun was still high and furious,
but I now thought our errand to be little more
than errant folly. The notion of carting the
sugar back through this madness before we
struck port I contemplated ruefully. I knew
that I would bear the stench of this place
for days to come, no matter how ardently I
washed my clothes.
As I scrutinized a particularly
monstrous ant skitter across the rammed
earth of the ground, Za’nir lightly pawed my
shoulders. I whirled about to meet his gaze,
perhaps a bit too swiftly. The world spun,
and, dazed, I was impelled to steady myself

against the wall once more. Knitting my
brows, I asked the pilot what the matter was.
“We have found the Unwashed
Paw.”
I found myself agreeing with the
doorman’s assessment of the place: a mire
of exceeding wretchedness. As if taunting
me, a renewed plume of piss and garlic
wafted in the air, causing bile to rise in my
throat.
“But,” he continued slowly,
“Ma’zaka does not live here anymore.”
I prayed then that the Eight would
smite that wretched wound of a place into the
mud. But, I simply nodded, eyes downcast
into the dust.
However, suddenly, the Khajiit
with whom Za’nir had spoken darted up,
babe still clinging to her breast, and came
to us, nervously glancing around her. She
exchanged some soft, conspiratorial words
with the pilot before rushing back to resume
her place. Za’nir flashed me a fanged grin,
before setting off towards the opposite end
of the court, where a red-canopied alley
thrust deeper into the bowels of the Keirgo.
Stomach still swimming, I stumbled after
him.
“We are lucky,” he said, as we came
under the awnings of the red-hued alley,
“Ma’zaka is close by.”
I remember thinking: Shit never
has far to fall. Or perhaps I merely imagined
the thought. I don’t suppose I could have
thought of much more than the pounding in
my temples, nor uttered anything beyond a
moan.
I put my faith in my pilot. He is,
after all, possessed of the gift of navigation.
And, following a length of time that seemed
nearly endless, we finally arrived at a studded
wooden door set into a crumbling wall of
mudbrick, painted a vibrant orange. I think
it was the color that roused me above all
else, even before Za’nir shook me to my
awareness.

This story is continued on The Tel
Mora Independent Press website.
CLICK HERE to read.
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The Tel Mora Independent Press is a
publication that thrives on the submissions, creativity,
and artistry of the Elder Scrolls community. Without
our content contributors, without submissions from
writers new and old, without the stunning artworks of
the Elder Scrolls fanbase, we would be unable to form
much of anything, let alone a literary journal of quality
and caliber.
Vomar, in response to Issue 3’s “The
Skyrim Civil War: Why it doesn’t matter”
has this to say:
“I read the article with my usual
expectations and putting on my arrogant
face but ended really disappointed. Not in
the article or anything but the realization
that yeah, in the canon it really doesn’t
matter. Bethesda sucks that way. Your
choices don’t matter in the bigger picture
of the Elder Scrolls lore. But that’s irrelevant
to the arguments on which sides are better.
You play your character the way you want
and that in the scope of the game world
one side is better than the other. It doesn’t
really matter what the next game will say
happened. The information we have now
is what we’re arguing with. And in a way
I think the most influential people in the
worlds most important events in the past
know better than today’s historians what
was really going on.
Also
the
Stormcloaks
are
better if you were wondering.”
Barmaglott, in response to Vomar:
“Nope, Vormar, you’re wrong. Neither side

Not everyone feels the need to contribute
creatively, and there is nothing wrong with that, which
is why we have this Correspondence section of The Tel
Mora.
Readers of all sorts can use this space as a
way to interact with us and with our fair publication, be
it with questions, concerns, comments, arguments, or
responses to past issues.

is better.
But author is wrong too. Thalmor is even
worse, cause if they would win we wouldn’t
get any new TES games.”
Hi there, Vomar and Barmaglott!
Whether your choices matter or not in the
“bigger picture” is largely irrelevant. We here
at The Tel Mora are proponents of personal
canon, wherein your choices make all the
difference to your interpretation of the lore,
which is the only canon that should matter
to the individual. We would also argue that
hindsight is 20/20, and historians have a
far better understanding of how events
unfold than those embroiled within those
events. It comes from stepping back and
being objective, which is one of the points
of the article.
As to the Thalmor, whether they’re
“good” or “bad” is also a non-starter, and
simply ignores the other point the article
made in the first place. If we were all closer
to elves in real life, and the storytelling of
Skyrim were played from the perspective
of the Altmer rather than the Nords, we
would be having a discussion about how
terrible it is that Talos is worshiped at all.
Understanding the frame of reference and
the perspective is incredibly important in
being objective. This is true for lore and for
history. We understand how Hitler thought.
Yes, from our moral perspective the man
was a nutcase and needed to be stopped,
but that doesn’t change the fact that
historians don’t refuse to study Hitler simply
because he was a bad man. Remember
that good and evil are perspectives, and
one man’s god is another man’s devil.
Thanks for responding!
that_italian_user of r/TrueSTL says:
“Independent press? The Temple will not
tolerate this you s’wits!”

“Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls”
Illustration courtesy of psyjick, DeviantArt

Certainly not, muthsera! We are
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independent from the interests of those
who would stifle scholarly progress. Not,
of course, to imply that the holy Temple
engages in such activities, I assure you.
Temple doctrine is certainly welcome
within our teachings, of that you may rest
assured.
evasive0 of r/TrueSTL says:
“I’m a bit stuck on my apocrypha at the
moment or else I would have something
pretty good. I need a question answered if
something is cannon first. I need to know
if Daedra breastfeed.They can reproduce
with humans and I assume humans may
still need to be breastfed. They have breasts
but may not have mammary glands.”
Well thinking about it logically,
Daedra aren’t wholly biological beings.
They’re literal spirits. As such, there’s
no reason they need to do anything
biological, be it breathing, eating, sleeping,
or breastfeeding - specifically because
they don’t procreate. Not with each other,
at least. Now that’s not to mean that they
can’t breastfeed. Look at the Spider Daedra
and the Harvesters, The Golden Saints,
Dark Seducers, Winged Twilights. They
all have breasts. I would imagine if they
chose to breastfeed, it would need to have
something to do with passing essence
from one being into another, whether to
corrupt or nourish. Daedra being what
they are, I’d lean towards the former. I
can’t imagine Winged Twilights, Golden
Saints, or Dark Seducers breastfeeding,
but you might be able to get away with
Harvesters and/or Spider Daedra using
their anatomies for something other than
being a representation of Mephala’s/
Molag Bal’s spheres. Especially if it’s some
twisted take on motherhood or dominance.
Might be cool.
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